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Capsule Description

This module examines the techniques, assessment, and management of unit testing and analysis. Testing and analysis strategies are categorized according to whether their coverage goal is functional, structural, error-oriented, or a combination of these. Mastery of the material in this module allows the software engineer to define, conduct, and evaluate unit tests and analyses and to assess new techniques proposed in the literature.

Philosophy

Program testing and analysis are the most practiced means of verifying that a program possesses the features required by its specification. Testing is a dynamic approach to verification in which code is executed with test data to assess the presence (or absence) of required features. Analysis is a static approach to verification in which required features are detected by analyzing, but not executing, the code. Many analysis techniques have become established technologies with their own substantial literature. So that they may be given adequate treatment elsewhere, these techniques have been placed outside the scope of this module. Included among these techniques are proof of correctness, safety analysis, and the more open-ended analysis procedures represented by code inspections and reviews.

This module focuses on unit-level verification; integration and systems verification are to be covered elsewhere. What constitutes a “unit” has been left imprecise—it may be as little as a single statement or as much as a set of coupled subroutines. The essential characteristic of a unit is that it can meaningfully be treated as a whole. Some of the techniques presented here require associated documentation that states the desired features of the unit. This documentation may be a comment in the source program, a specification written in a formal language, or a general statement of requirements. Unless otherwise indicated, this documentation should not be assumed to be the particular document in the software life cycle called a “software specification,” “software requirements definition,” or the like. Any document containing information about the unit may provide useful information for testing or analysis.

Three major classes of testing and analysis are discussed—functional, structural, and error-oriented—as well as some hybrid approaches. Functional testing and analysis ensure that specified major features of the software are covered. Structural testing and analysis ensure that major characteristics of the code are covered. Error-oriented testing and analysis ensure that the range of typical errors is covered. The potential benefits of each major class are complementary, and no single technique is comprehensive. By specifying the criteria that must be satisfied by a test, each technique acts both as specifier and evaluator—as specifier by indicating features that must be satisfied by the test data, and as evaluator by indicating deficiencies in the test data. Exploring this dual role of test criteria is an important facet of this module.

Assessment of unit testing and analysis techniques can be theoretical or empirical. This module presents both of these forms of assessment, and discusses criteria for selecting methods and controlling the verification process.

Management of unit testing and analysis should be systematic. It proceeds in two stages. First, techniques appropriate to the project must be selected. Then these techniques must be systematically applied.
Objectives

The following is a list of possible educational objectives based upon the material in this module. Objectives for any particular unit of instruction may be drawn from these or related objectives, as may be appropriate to audience and circumstances.

Knowledge

• Define the basic terminology of testing and analysis (particularly those terms found in the glossary or italicized in the text).
• State the theoretical and computational limitations on testing.
• State the strengths and weaknesses of several testing and analysis techniques.

Comprehension

• Explain the complementary nature of functional, structural, and error-oriented testing and analysis techniques.
• Describe how the choice of testing and analysis criteria affects the selection and evaluation of test data.
• Explain the role of error collection as a feedback and control mechanism.

Application

• Test a software unit using functional, structural, and error-oriented techniques.
• Use configuration management to control the process of unit testing and analysis.

Analysis

• Determine the unit testing and analysis techniques applicable to a project, based upon the verification goals, the nature of the product, and the nature of the testing environment.

Synthesis

• Write a test plan tailored to accommodate project constraints.
• Design software tools to support structural testing and analysis techniques.

Evaluation

• Evaluate the potential usefulness of new unit testing and analysis techniques proposed in the literature.

Prerequisite Knowledge

For the functional testing component, the student should be able to read algebraic, axiomatic, and functional specifications of software modules. The structural testing component requires knowledge of BNF grammars and graphs. If structural analysis tools are to be built, the student needs to have knowledge of parsing technology, parse trees, and graph algorithms at the level of an introductory compiler construction course. To understand the fundamental limitations of testing, the student should be familiar with the halting problem and reduction proofs. If underlying foundations of statistical testing are to be explored in depth, then a full year of statistics is a prerequisite. Effective use of the statistical models requires one semester of statistics.
Module Content

Every effort has been made to adhere to the terminology in [IEEE83a] and [IEEE87]. The definition of "testing" found in [IEEE83a], however, has been rejected in favor of distinct definitions for "testing" and "analysis." These and other significant terms used in this module can be found in the glossary, which follows the annotated outline.

Outline

I. Preliminaries
II. Functional Testing and Analysis
   1. Functional analysis
   2. Functional testing
      a. Testing independent of the specification technique
      b. Testing dependent on the specification technique
III. Structural Testing and Analysis
   1. Structural analysis
      a. Complexity measures
      b. Data flow analysis
      c. Symbolic execution
   2. Structural Testing
      a. Statement testing
      b. Branch testing
      c. Conditional testing
      d. Expression testing
      e. Path testing
IV. Error-Oriented Testing and Analysis
   1. Statistical methods
   2. Error-based testing
      a. Fault estimation
      b. Domain testing
      c. Perturbation testing
   3. Fault-based testing
      a. Local extent, finite breadth
      b. Global extent, finite breadth
      c. Local extent, infinite breadth
      d. Global extent, infinite breadth
V. Hybrid Testing Techniques
   1. Structural/functional
   2. Structural/error-based
   3. Functional/error-based
VI. Evaluation of Unit Testing and Analysis Techniques
   1. Theoretical
   2. Empirical
VII. Managerial Aspects of Unit Testing and Analysis
   1. Selecting techniques
      a. Goals
      b. Nature of the product
      c. Nature of the testing environment
   2. Control
      a. Configuration control
      b. Conducting tests

Annotated Outline

I. Preliminaries

As with any emerging field, terminology used in program testing is far from being fixed. There are two standards, [IEEE83a] and [IEEE87], that do a credible job of clarifying confusing, yet commonly used, terms. Every effort has been made in this module to adhere to this terminology. An important variance, however, is the use of the the two key terms in the title—testing and analysis. Testing is taken here to refer only to execution-based evaluation of software. It includes the activities of test data selection, program execution and data collection, and evaluation of results. Analysis is taken to refer to non-execution-based evaluation of software. In [IEEE83a], testing is given a broader definition, encompassing the notions described by both "testing" and "analysis." (See Glossary, page 12.)

Some problems cannot be solved on a computer because they are either intractible or undecidable. An intractible problem is one whose best known solution requires an inordinate amount of resources. An undecidable problem is one for which no algorithmic solution is possible in a programming language. There are many such intractible and undecidable problems associated with testing and analysis. In general, programs cannot be exhaustively tested (tested for each
input) because to do so is both intractible and undecidable. Huang shows that to test exhaustively a program that reads two 32-bit integers takes on the order of 50 billion years [Huang75]! Even if the input space is smaller, on the very first input it may be the case that the program does not halt within a reasonable time. It may even be the case that it is obvious the correct output will be produced if the program ever halts. The exhaustive test can only be completed, therefore, if all non-halting cases can be detected and eliminated. The problem of effecting such detection, however, is undecidable.

II. Functional Testing and Analysis

1. Functional analysis

*Functional analysis* seeks to verify, without execution, that the code faithfully implements the specification. Various approaches are possible. In *proof of correctness*, a formal proof is constructed to verify that a program correctly implements its intended function [Berztiss88]. In *safety analysis*, potentially dangerous behavior is identified and steps are taken to ensure such behavior is never manifested [Leveson87].

Functional analysis is mentioned here for completeness, but a discussion of it is outside the scope of this module.

2. Functional testing

Program testing is *functional* when test data are developed from documents that specify a module’s intended behavior. These documents include, but are not limited to, the actual specification and the high- and low-level design of the code to be tested [Howden80a, Howden80b]. The goal is to test for each *software feature* of the specified behavior, including the input domains, the output domains, categories of inputs that should receive equivalent processing, and the processing functions themselves.

a. Testing independent of the specification technique

Specifications detail the assumptions that may be made about a given software unit. They must describe the interface through which access to the unit is given, as well as the behavior once such access is given. The *interface* of a unit includes the features of its inputs, its outputs, and their related value spaces (called *domains*). The *behavior* of a module always includes the function(s) to be computed (its *semantics*), and sometimes the *runtime characteristics*, such as its space and time complexity. Functional testing derives test data from the features of the specification.

(i) Testing based on the interface

Testing based on the interface of a module selects test data based on the features of the input and output domains of the module and their interrelationships.

1. Input domain testing

In *extremal testing*, test data are chosen to cover the extremes of the input domain. Similarly, *midrange testing* selects data from the interiors of domains. The motivation is inductive—it is hoped that conclusions about the entire input domain can be drawn from the behavior elicited by some representative members of it [Myers79]. For structured input domains, combinations of extremal points for each component are chosen. This procedure can generate a large quantity of data, though considerations of the inherent relationships among components can ameliorate this problem somewhat [Howden80a].

2. Equivalence partitioning

Specifications frequently partition the set of all possible inputs into classes that receive equivalent treatment. Such partitioning is called *equivalence partitioning* [Myers79]. A result of equivalence partitioning is the identification of a finite set of functions and their associated input and output domains. For example, the specification

\[ ((x,y) | x \geq 0 \Rightarrow y = x \ & \ x < 0 \Rightarrow y = -x) \]

partitions the input into two sets, associated, respectively, with the identity and negation functions. Input constraints and error conditions can also result from this partitioning. Once these partitions have been developed, both extremal and midrange testing are applicable to the resulting input domains.

3. Syntax checking

Every robust program must parse its input and handle incorrectly formatted data. Verifying this feature is called *syntax checking*. One means of accomplishing this is to execute the program using a broad spectrum of test data. By describing the data with a BNF grammar, instances of the input language can be generated using algorithms from automata theory. [Duncan81] and [Bazzichi-82] describe systems that provide limited control over the data to be generated.
(ii) Testing based on the function to be computed

Equivalence partitioning results in the identification of a finite set of functions and their associated input and output domains. Test data can be developed based on the known characteristics of these functions. Consider, for example, a function to be computed that has fixed points, i.e., certain of its input values are mapped into themselves by the function. Testing the computation at these fixed points is possible, even in the absence of a complete specification [Weyuker82]. Knowledge of the function is essential in order to ensure adequate coverage of the output domains.

(1) Special value testing

Selecting test data on the basis of features of the function to be computed is called special value testing [Howden80c]. This procedure is particularly applicable to mathematical computations. Properties of the function to be computed can aid in selecting points which will indicate the accuracy of the computed solution. For example, the periodicity of the sine function suggests use of test data values which differ by multiples of \(2\pi\).

Such characteristics are not unique to mathematical computations, of course. Most prettyprinters, for example, when applied to their own output, should reproduce it unchanged. Some word processors behave this way as well.

(2) Output domain coverage

For each function determined by equivalence partitioning, there is an associated output domain. Output domain coverage is performed by selecting points that will cause the extremes of each of the output domains to be achieved [Howden80a]. This ensures that modules have been checked for maximum and minimum output conditions and that all categories of error messages have, if possible, been produced. In general, constructing such test data requires knowledge of the function to be computed and, hence, expertise in the application area.

b. Testing dependent on the specification technique

The specification technique employed can aid in testing. An executable specification can be used as an oracle and, in some cases, as a test generator. Structural properties of a specification can guide the testing process. If the specification falls within certain limited classes, properties of those classes can guide the selection of test data. Much work remains to be done in this area of testing.

(i) Algebraic

In algebraic specification, properties of a data abstraction are expressed by means of axioms or rewrite rules. In one testing system, DAISTS, the consistency of an algebraic specification with an implementation is checked by testing [Gannon81]. Each axiom is compiled into a procedure, which is then associated with a set of test points. A driver program supplies each of these points to the procedure of its respective axiom. The procedure, in turn, indicates whether the axiom is satisfied. Structural coverage of both the implementation and the specification is computed. [Jalote83] discusses another approach in which axioms are used to generate test data.

(ii) Axiomatic

Despite the potential for widespread use of predicate calculus as a specification language, little has been published about deriving test data from such specifications. [Gourlay81] explores the relationship between predicate calculus specifications and path testing.

(iii) State machines

Many programs can be specified as state machines, thus providing an additional means of selecting test data [Beizer83]. Since the equivalence problem of two finite automata is decidable, testing can be used to decide whether a program that simulates a finite automaton with a bounded number of nodes is equivalent to the one specified. This result can be used to test those features of programs that can be specified by finite automata, e.g., the control flow of a transaction-processing system.

(iv) Decision tables

Decision tables are a concise method of representing an equivalence partitioning. The rows of a decision table specify all the conditions that the input may satisfy. The columns specify different sets of actions that may occur. Entries in the table indicate whether the actions should be performed if a condition is satisfied. Typical entries are "Yes," "No," or "Don't Care." Each row of the table suggests significant test data. Cause-effect graphs [Myers79] provide a systematic means of translating English specifications into decision tables, from which test data can be generated.
III. Structural Testing and Analysis

In structural program testing and analysis, test data are developed or evaluated from the source code [Howden75]. The goal is to ensure that various characteristics of the program are adequately covered.

1. Structural analysis

In structural analysis, programs are analyzed without being executed. The techniques resemble those used in compiler construction. The goal here is to identify fault-prone code, to discover anomalous circumstances, and to generate test data to cover specific characteristics of the program’s structure.

a. Complexity measures

As resources available for testing are always limited, it is necessary to allocate these resources efficiently. It is intuitively appealing to suggest that the more complex the code, the more thoroughly it should be tested. Evidence from large projects seems to indicate that a small percentage of the code typically contains the largest number of errors. Various complexity measures have been proposed, investigated, and analyzed in the literature. [McCabe83] contains several pertinent articles, as well as references to others.

b. Data flow analysis

A program can be represented as a flow graph annotated with information about variable definitions, references, and undeфинitions. From this representation, information about data flow can be deduced for use in code optimization, anomaly detection, and test data generation [Hecht77, Muchnick81]. Data flow anomalies are flow conditions that deserve further investigation, as they may indicate problems. Examples include: defining a variable twice with no intervening reference, referencing a variable that is undefined, and undefining a variable that has not been referenced since its last definition. Algorithms for detecting these anomalies are given in [Dosdick76] and [Osterweil76] and are refined and corrected in [Jachner84]. Data flow analysis can also be used in test data generation, exploiting the relationship between points where variables are defined and points where they are used [Rapps85, Laski83, Ntafoe84].

c. Symbolic execution

A symbolic execution system accepts three inputs: a program to be interpreted, symbolic input for the program, and the path to follow. It produces two outputs: the symbolic output that describes the computation of the selected path, and the path condition for that path. The specification of the path can be either interactive [Clarke76] or preselected [Howden77, Howden78b]. The symbolic output can be used to prove the program correct with respect to its specification, and the path condition can be used for generating test data to exercise the desired path. Structured data types cause difficulties, however, since it is sometimes impossible to deduce what component is being modified in the presence of symbolic values [Hantier76].

2. Structural Testing

Structural testing is a dynamic technique in which test data selection and evaluation are driven by the goal of covering various characteristics of the code during testing [Howden75, Huang75, Myers79]. Assessing such coverage involves instrumenting the code to keep track of which characteristics of the program text are actually exercised during testing. The inexpensive cost of such instrumentation has been a prime motivation for adopting this technique [Probert82]. More importantly, structural testing addresses the fact that only the program text reveals the detailed decisions of the programmer. For example, for the sake of efficiency, a programmer might choose to implement a special case that appears nowhere in the specification. The corresponding code will be tested only by chance using functional testing, whereas use of a structural coverage measure such as statement coverage should indicate the need for test data for this case. Structural coverage measures form a rough hierarchy, with higher levels being more costly to perform and analyze, but being more beneficial, as described below.

a. Statement testing

Statement testing requires that every statement in the program be executed. While it is obvious that achieving 100% statement coverage does not ensure a correct program, it is equally obvious that anything less means that there is code in the program that has never been executed!

b. Branch testing

Achieving 100% statement coverage does not ensure that each branch in the program flow graph has been executed. For example, executing an if ... then statement (no else) when the tested condition is true, tests only one of two branches in the flow graph. Branch testing seeks to ensure that every branch has been executed [Huang75]. Branch coverage can be checked by probes inserted at points in the program--that represent arcs from branch points in the flow graph [Probert82]. This instrumentation suffices for statement coverage as well.

c. Conditional testing

In conditional testing, each clause in every condition is forced to take on each of its possible values in combination with those of other clauses
Conditional testing thus subsumes branch testing and, therefore, inherits the same problems as branch testing. Instrumentation for conditional testing can be accomplished by breaking compound conditional statements into simple conditions and nesting the resulting if statements.

**d. Expression testing**

Expression testing [Hamlet77a] requires that every expression assume a variety of values during a test in such a way that no expression can be replaced by a simpler expression and still pass the test. If one assumes that every statement contains an expression and that conditional expressions form a proper subset of all the program expressions, then this form of testing properly subsumes all the previously mentioned techniques. Expression testing does require significant runtime support for the instrumentation [Hamlet77b].

**e. Path testing**

In path testing, data are selected to ensure that all paths of the program have been executed. In practice, of course, such coverage is impossible to achieve, for a variety of reasons. First, any program with an indefinite loop contains an infinite number of paths, one for each iteration of the loop. Thus, no finite set of data will execute all paths. The second difficulty is the infeasible path problem: it is undecidable whether an arbitrary path in an arbitrary program is executable. Attempting to generate data for such infeasible paths is futile, but it cannot be avoided. Third, it is undecidable whether an arbitrary program will halt for an arbitrary input. It is therefore impossible to decide whether a path is finite for a given input.

In response to these difficulties, several simplifying approaches have been proposed. Infinitely many paths can be partitioned into a finite set of equivalence classes based on characteristics of the loops. Boundary and interior testing require executing loops zero times, one time, and, if possible, the maximum number of times [Howden75]. Linear sequence code and jump criteria [Woodward80] specify a hierarchy of successively more complex path coverage. [Howden78a], [Tai80], [Gourlay83], and [Weyuker86] suggest methods of studying the adequacy of structural testing.

Path coverage does not imply condition coverage or expression coverage since an expression may appear on multiple paths but some subexpressions may never assume more than one value. For example, in

\[
\text{if } a \lor b \text{ then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2
\]

b may be false and yet each path may still be executed.

**IV. Error-Oriented Testing and Analysis**

Testing is necessitated by the potential presence of errors in the programming process. Techniques that focus on assessing the presence or absence of errors in the programming process are called error-oriented. There are three broad categories of such techniques: statistical assessment, error-based testing, and fault-based testing. These are stated in order of increasing specificity of what is wrong with the program. Statistical methods attempt to estimate the failure rate of the program without reference to the number of remaining faults.

Error-based testing attempts to show the absence of certain errors in the programming process. Fault-based testing attempts to show the absence of certain faults in the code. Since errors in the programming process are reflected as faults in the code, both techniques demonstrate the absence of faults. They differ, however, in their starting point: error-based testing begins with the programming process, identifies potential errors in that process and then asks how those errors are reflected as faults. It then seeks to demonstrate the absence of those reflected faults. Fault-based testing begins with the code and asks what are the potential faults in it, regardless of what error in the programming process caused them.

**1. Statistical methods**

Statistical testing employs statistical techniques to determine the operational reliability of the program. Its primary concern is how faults in the program affect its failure rate in its actual operating environment. A program is subjected to test data that statistically model the operating environment, and failure data are collected. From these data, a reliability estimate of the program's failure rate is computed. [Currft86] explains this method for use in an incremental development environment and cites other relevant sources. A statistical method for testing paths that compute algebraic functions is given in [DeMillo78b]. There has been a prevailing sentiment that statistical testing is a futile activity, since it is not directed toward finding errors [DeMillo78a, Myers79]. However, studies suggest it is a viable alternative to structural testing [Duran80, Duran84]. Combining statistical testing with an oracle appears to represent an effective tradeoff of computer resources for human time [Panzi81].

**2. Error-based testing**

Error-based testing seeks to demonstrate that certain errors have not been committed in the programming process [Weyuker83]. Error-based testing can be driven by histories of programmer errors, measures of software complexity, knowledge of error-prone syntactic constructs, or even error guessing [Myers79]. Some of the more methodical techniques are described below.
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a. Fault estimation

Fault seeding is a statistical method used to assess the number and characteristics of the faults remaining in a program. A reprint of Harlan Mills' original proposal for this technique (where he calls it error seeding) appears in [Mills83]. First, faults are seeded into a program. Then the program is tested, and the number of faults discovered is used to estimate the number of faults yet undiscovered. A difficulty with this technique is that the faults seeded must be representative of the yet- undiscovered faults in the program.

Techniques for predicting the quantity of remaining faults can also be based on a reliability model. A survey of reliability models is found in [Ramamoorthy82].

b. Domain testing

The input domain of a program can be partitioned according to which inputs cause each path to be executed. These partitions are called path domains. Faults that cause an input to be associated with the wrong path domain are called domain faults. Other faults are called computation faults. (The terms used before attempts were made to rationalize nomenclature were "domain errors" and "computation errors.") The goal of domain testing is to discover domain faults by ensuring that test data limit the range of undetected faults [White80]. [Clarke82] refines the fault detection capability of this approach.

c. Perturbation testing

Perturbation testing attempts to decide what constitutes a sufficient set of paths to test. Faults are modeled as a vector space, and characterization theorems describe when sufficient paths have been tested to discover both computation and domain errors. Additional paths need not be tested if they cannot reduce the dimensionality of the error space [Zeil83].

3. Fault-based testing

Fault-based testing aims at demonstrating that certain prescribed faults are not in the code. It functions well in the role of test data evaluation: test data that do not succeed in discovering the prescribed faults are not considered adequate. Fault-based testing methods differ in both extent and breadth. One with local extent demonstrates that a fault has a local effect on computation; it is possible that this local effect will not produce a program failure. A method with global extent demonstrates that a fault will cause a program failure. Breadth is determined by whether the technique handles a finite or an infinite class of faults. Extent and breadth are orthogonal, as evidenced by the techniques described below.

a. Local extent, finite breadth

In [Hamilton77a] and [Hamilton77b], a system built into a compiler to judge the adequacy of test data is described. Input-output pairs of data are encoded as a comment in a procedure, as a partial specification of the function to be computed by that procedure. The procedure is then executed for each of the input values and checked for the output values. The test is considered adequate only if each computational or logical expression in the procedure is determined by the test; i.e., no expression can be replaced by a simpler expression and still pass the test. Simpler is defined in a way that allows only finitely many substitutions. Thus, as the procedure is executed, each possible substitution is evaluated on the data state presented to the expression. Those that do not evaluate the same as the original expression are rejected. The system allows methods of specifying the extent to be analyzed.

b. Global extent, finite breadth

In mutation testing, test data adequacy is judged by demonstrating that interjected faults are caught. A program with interjected faults is called a mutant, and is produced by applying a mutation operator. Such an operator changes a single expression in the program to another expression, selected from a finite class of expressions. For example, a constant might be incremented by one, decremented by one, or replaced by zero, yielding one of three mutants. Applying the mutation operators at each point in a program where they are applicable forms a finite, albeit large, set of mutants. The test data are judged adequate only if each mutant in this set is either functionally equivalent to the original program or computes different output than the original program. Inadequacy of the test data implies that certain faults can be introduced into the code and go undetected by the test data.

Mutation testing is based on two hypotheses. The competent programmer hypothesis says that a competent programmer will write code that is close to being correct; the correct program, if not the current one, can be produced by some straightforward syntactic changes to the code. The coupling effect hypothesis says that test data that reveal simple faults will uncover complex faults as well. Thus, only single mutants need be eliminated, and combinatoric effects of multiple mutants need not be considered [DeMillo78a]. [Gourlay83] formally characterizes the competent programmer hypothesis as a function of the probability of the test set's being reliable (as defined by Gourlay) and shows that under this characterization, the hypothesis does not hold. Empirical justification of the coupling effect has been
attempted [DeMillo78a, Budd80], but theoretical analysis has shown that it is does not hold, even for simple programs [Morel83].

c. Local extent, infinite breadth

[Howden82] describes a method for selecting test data that are sensitive to errors. Howden has formalized this approach in a method called weak mutation testing [Howden82]. Rules for recognizing error-sensitive data are described for each primitive language construct. Satisfaction of a rule for a given construct during testing means that all alternate forms of that construct have been distinguished. This has an obvious advantage over mutation testing—elimination of all mutants without generating a single one! Some rules even allow for infinitely many mutants. Of course, since this method is of local extent, some of the mutants eliminated may indeed be the correct program. [Morel83] extends this method for global extent.

d. Global extent, infinite breadth

[Morel83] and [Morel87] define a fault-based method based on symbolic execution that permits elimination of infinitely many faults through evidence of global failures. Symbolic faults are inserted into the code, which is then executed on real or symbolic data. Program output is then an expression in terms of the symbolic faults. It thus reflects how a fault at a given location will impact the program’s output. This expression can be used to determine actual faults that could not have been substituted for the symbolic fault and remain undetected by the test.

V. Hybrid Testing Techniques

Since it is apparent that no one testing technique is sufficient, some people have investigated ways of integrating several techniques. Such integrated techniques are called hybrid testing techniques. These are not just the concurrent application of distinct techniques; they are characterized by a deliberate attempt to incorporate the best features of different methods into a new framework.

1. Structural/functional

In partition analysis, test data are chosen to ensure simultaneous coverage of both the specification and code [Richardson85]. An operational specification language has been designed that enables a structural measure of coverage of the specification. The input space is partitioned into a set of domains that is formed by the cross product of path domains of the specification and path domains of the program. Test data are selected from each non-empty partition, ensuring simultaneous coverage of both specification and code. Proof of correctness techniques can also be applied to these cross product domains. The testing system DAISTS predates and automates this technique for algebraic specifications of abstract data types, but it does not include any notion of proof of correctness [Gannon81]. Furthermore, the emphasis in DAISTS is on test data evaluation, rather than generation. [Goodenough75] presents a less formal, integrated scheme for selecting test data based on analysis of sources of errors in the programming process.

2. Structural/error-based

This area has concentrated on data flow faults in which values computed at one location in the program are misused at another location. Discovering these faults requires information derived from data flow analysis of the program [Laski83, Ntafos84, Rapp85]. A promising area of research is the use of models of program faults to guide test data selection. Code complexity measures can be used to identify segments of the program to be subjected to intensive testing.

3. Functional/error-based

Research in this area has been slow because error-based data applicable to functional testing is difficult to collect, difficult to assess, and frequently proprietary [Glass81, Ostrand84]. It is possible that fault seeding combined with statistical testing may prove to be a useful method.

VI. Evaluation of Unit Testing and Analysis Techniques

The effectiveness of unit testing and analysis may be evaluated on theoretical or empirical grounds [Howden78a]. Theory seeks to understand what can be done in principle; empirical evaluation seeks to establish what techniques are useful in practice. Theory formally defines the field and investigates its fundamental limitations. For example, it is well known that testing cannot demonstrate the correctness of an arbitrary program with respect to an arbitrary specification. This does not mean, however, that testing can never verify correctness; indeed, in some cases it can [Howden78a]. Empirical studies evaluate the utility of various practices. While statement testing is theoretically deficient, it is immensely useful in practice, catching many program faults.

IEEE has sponsored four workshops on testing between 1978 and 1988. Proceedings are published for only the most recent of the three [WST88]. The National Bureau of Standards has issued a special publication that describes most of the techniques mentioned in this module and characterizes each approach according to effectiveness, applicability, learning, and cost [NBS82].

1. Theoretical

Theory serves three fundamental purposes: to define terminology, to characterize existing practice, and to
suggest new avenues of exploration. Unfortunately, current terminology is inconsistent. A simple example is the word reliable, which is used by authors in related, but varying ways. (Compare, for example, [Goodenough75], [Howden76], [Durand81], [Hamlet81], and [Richardson85], and do not include any authors from reliability theory) [IEEE83a] is a good starting point for examining terminology, but it is imprecise in places and was established many years after certain (in retrospect, unfortunate) terminology had become accepted.1 Theoretical treatments of topics in program testing are few. Goodenough and Gerhart, in [Goodenough75], made an attempt to rationalize terminology, though this work has been criticized, particularly in [Weyuker80]. Nevertheless, they anticipated the vast majority of practical and theoretical issues that have since evolved in program testing. [Goodenough75] is therefore required reading. Howden and Weyuker have both written theoretical expositions on functional and structural testing [Howden76, Howden78a, Howden78c, Howden82, Howden86, Weyuker80, Weyuker82, Weyuker83, Rapp85, Weyuker84, Weyuker86]. Theoretical expositions of mutation and fault-based testing are found in [Hamlet77a], [Hamlet81], [Budd82], [Gourlay81], [Gourlay83], and [Morel83].

2. Empirical

Empirical studies provide benchmarks by which to judge existing testing techniques. An excellent comparison of techniques is found in [Howden80b], which emphasizes the complementary benefits of structural and functional testing for scientific programs. Empirical studies of mutation testing are discussed in [Budd80]. Many articles that report experience with various testing techniques appear in the proceedings of the ACM Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages, the International Conference on Software Engineering, and the Computer Software and Applications Conference.

VII. Managerial Aspects of Unit Testing and Analysis

Administration of unit testing and analysis proceeds in two stages. First, techniques appropriate to the project must be selected. Then these techniques must be systematically applied. [IEEE87] provides explicit guidance for these steps.

1. Selecting techniques

Selecting the appropriate techniques from the array of possibilities is a complex task that requires assessment of many issues, including the goal of testing, the nature of the software product, and the nature of the test environment. It is important to remember the complementary benefits of the various techniques and to select as broad a range of techniques as possible, within imposed limits. No single testing or analysis technique is sufficient. Functional testing suffers from inadequate code coverage, structural testing suffers from inadequate specification coverage, and neither technique achieves the benefits of error coverage.

a. Goals

Different design goals impose different demands on the selection of testing techniques. Achieving correctness requires use of a great variety of techniques. A goal of reliability implies the need for statistical testing using test data representative of those of the anticipated user environment. It should be noted, however, that proponents of this technique still recommend judicious use of "selective" tests to avoid embarrassing or disastrous situations [Currit86]. Testing may also be directed toward assessing the utility of proposed software. This kind of testing requires a solid foundation in human factors [Shneiderman79, Perlman88]. Performance of the software may also be of special concern. In this case, extremal testing is essential. Timing instrumentation can prove useful.

Often, several of these goals must be achieved simultaneously. One approach to testing under these circumstances is to order testing by decreasing benefit. For example, if reliability, correctness, and performance are all desired features, it is reasonable to tackle performance first, reliability second, and correctness third, since these goals require increasingly difficult-to-design tests. This approach can have the beneficial effect of identifying faulty code with less effort expended.

b. Nature of the product

The nature of the software product plays an important role in the selection of appropriate techniques. Four types of software products are discussed below.

(i) Data processing

Data processing applications appear to benefit from most of the techniques described in this module. Conventional languages such as COBOL are frequently used, increasing the likelihood of finding an instrumented compiler for doing performance and coverage analysis. Functional test cases are typically easy to identify. Even domain testing, with its many restrictions, seems applicable, since most predicates in data processing programs are linear [White80].

1For instance, the terminology error-based testing and error seeding became well-established long before the standard told us to use fault.
(ii) Scientific computation

Howden analyzed a variety of static and dynamic testing and analysis techniques on the IMSL routines [Howden80b]. He concluded that functional and structural testing are complementary, that neither is sufficient, and that sometimes a hybrid approach is necessary to simultaneously cover extremal values while executing a particular path. Static methods found fewer errors in Howden's study, but their earlier application in the life cycle may increase their effectiveness.

Extremal value testing and special value testing are vital to scientific programs. Statistical testing is perhaps less appropriate, since these programs are frequently constructed to solve problems whose characteristics are not known in advance. The IMSL package illustrates this; the designers of the package cannot make "reasonable" assumptions about the distribution of arguments to the sine routine, for instance.

(iii) Expert systems

Expert systems pose unique challenges to verification. Structural testing is of little use, since the behavior of the system is dominated by the knowledge base. Difficulties arise in assuring the consistency of this knowledge base. This problem is compounded by the reliance on human experts, since precise behavior is difficult to specify. A good survey of the problems related to validation of expert systems appears in [Hayes-Roth83].

Three steps can be identified as minimal requirements for verification of an expert system. First, it is necessary to clean up the knowledge base in much the same manner as is done for a BNF grammar. Inconsistencies must be detected, redundancies eliminated, loops broken, etc. Symbolic execution and data flow analysis appear to be applicable to this stage. Second, each piece of information in the knowledge base must be exercised. Mutation analysis applied to the knowledge base detects the information whose change does not affect the output and, thus, is not sufficiently exercised. Third, test case design and evaluation must be conducted by experts in the application domain.

(iv) Embedded and real-time systems

Embedded and real-time systems are perhaps the most complex systems to specify, design, and implement. It is no surprise that they are particularly hard to verify. Embedded computer systems typically have inconvenient interfaces for defining and conducting tests. Ultimately, the code must execute on the embedded computer in its operational environment. Operational testing is performed in this environment.

Unit testing in an operational environment is rarely possible. The equipment is seldom available and may lack conventional input and output. In these cases, the embedded computer can be placed in a controlled environment that simulates the operational one. This provides the capability of conducting a system test. Timing constraints must be verified here. To assess time-critical software, it is essential to collect data in as unobtrusive a manner as possible. Typically, this requires hardware instrumentation, though software breakpoints sometimes suffice. Data from several points of instrumentation must be coordinated and analyzed; such a process is called data reduction.

If the simulated environment does not support unit testing, the embedded computer itself must be abstracted. The software can be written in assembly language, and the embedded computer can be simulated on another machine; or the software can be written in a high-level language, such as Ada, which can be cross-compiled to the target machine. At this level of abstraction, unit testing and analysis are possible. The goal during this stage is to assess correctness of individual units. Functional testing is essential, especially extremal, mid-range, and special value testing, since it is impossible to ensure these tests will occur during integration or system testing. Data flow analysis of the code, especially if the system is written in assembly language, is appropriate. A simulator can be instrumented to collect necessary code coverage statistics.

c. Nature of the testing environment

Available resources, personnel, and project constraints must be considered in selecting testing and analysis strategies.

(i) Available resources

Available resources frequently determine the extent of testing. If the compiler does not instrument code, if data flow analysis tools are not at hand, if exotic tools for mutation testing or symbolic evaluation are not available, one must perform functional testing and hand instrument the code to detect branch coverage. Hand instrumentation is not difficult, but it is an error-prone and time consuming process. Editor scripts can aid in the instrumentation process. If resources permit, successively more complex criteria involving branch testing,
data flow testing, domain testing, and fault-based testing can be tried.

(ii) Personnel

No technique is without its personnel costs. Before introducing any new technique or tool, the impact on personnel must be considered. The advantages of any approach must be balanced against the effort required to learn the technique, the ongoing time demands of applying it, and the expertise it requires. Domain testing can be quite difficult to learn. Data flow analysis may uncover many anomalies that are not errors, thereby requiring personnel to sort through and distinguish them. Special value testing requires expertise in the application area. Analysis of the impact on personnel for many of the techniques in this module can be found in [NBS82].

(iii) Project constraints

The goal in selecting testing and analysis techniques is to obtain the most benefit from testing within the project constraints. Testing is indeed over when the budget or the time allotted to it is exhausted, but this is not an appropriate definition of when to stop testing [Myers79]. Estimates indicate that approximately 40% of software development time is used in the testing phase. Scheduling must reflect this fact.

2. Control

To ensure quality in unit testing and analysis, it is necessary to control both documentation and the conduct of the test.

a. Configuration control

Several items from unit testing and analysis should be placed under configuration management, including the test plan, test procedures, test data, and test results. A formal description of these and related items is found in [IEEE83b]. The test plan specifies the goals, environment, and constraints imposed on testing. The test procedures detail the step-by-step activities to be performed during the test. Regression testing occurs when previously saved test data are used to test modified code. Its principal advantage is that it ensures previously attained functionality has not been lost during a modification. Test results are recorded and analyzed for evidence of program failures. Failure rates underly many reliability models [Ramamoorthy82]; high failure rates may indicate the need for redesign.

b. Conducting tests

A test bed is an integrated system for testing software. Several such systems exist, for example, AUT [Panzl78], RXVP [Miller74], TPL/F [Panzl-78], ITB [Miller81a], LDRA [Henneill83, Woodward80], IVTS [Senn83], and, to a limited extent, SimplT [Hamlet77b] and DAISTS [Gannon81]. Minimally, these systems provide the ability to define a test case, construct a test driver, execute the test case, and capture the output. Additional facilities provided by such systems typically include data flow analysis, structural coverage assessment, regression testing, test specification, and report generation.

Glossary

The following terminology is used throughout the module, except possibly in the abstracts in the bibliography. Additional terms are defined in the text. Note that the literature is replete with inconsistencies in the use of such terms as “error,” “failure,” and “fault.” Consistent use of these terms has been attempted here, but such consistency may itself lead to confusion in the many cases where “modern” usage conflicts with usage prevalent in the literature.

analysis

The process of evaluating without execution a system or system component to verify that it satisfies specified requirements. (Cf. definition of ‘testing’ in [IEEE83a].)

coverage

Used in conjunction with a software feature or characteristic, the degree to which that feature or characteristic is tested or analyzed. Examples include input domain coverage, statement coverage, branch coverage, and path coverage.

error

Human action that results in software containing a fault [IEEE83a].

failure

The inability of a system or system component to perform a required function within specified limits [IEEE83a].

fault

A manifestation of an error in software [IEEE83a].
oracle
A mechanized procedure that decides whether a given input-output pair is acceptable.

software characteristic
An inherent, possibly accidental, trait, quality, or property of software [IEEE87].

software feature
A software characteristic specified or implied by requirements documentation [IEEE87].

test bed
A test environment containing the hardware, instrumentation tools, simulators, and other support software necessary for testing a system or a system component [IEEE83a].

test data
Data developed to test a system or system component [IEEE83a].

testing
The process of executing a system or system component on selected test data to verify that it satisfies specified requirements. (Cf. definition of “testing” in [IEEE83a].)

unit
Code that is meaningful to treat as a whole. It may be as small as a single statement or as large as a set of coupled subroutines.

verification
The process of determining whether or not the products of a given phase of the software development cycle fulfill the requirements established during the previous phase [IEEE83a].
Teaching Considerations

Textbooks

There are currently three books on the subject of testing and analysis. [Myers79] is the least comprehensive, but it provides a good overview of structural coverage and some functional testing. It can still serve well as a supplementary text in an introductory software engineering course. [Beizer83] is eclectic, containing more dynamic testing techniques than any other reference. It does not cover static methods, such as data flow analysis and symbolic execution. The text is written in a style that will captivate the student’s attention, however, and it references many actual projects. [Howden87] is the first text to approach testing and analysis from a unified framework. It contains the necessary theoretical and practical background and could be used as a text for a graduate seminar.

For a full appreciation of issues, each of these texts will have to be supplemented by readings from the current literature. Suggested Reading Lists (page 15) contains a table categorizing the bibliography entries according to potential use.

Suggested Schedules

The following are suggestions for using the material in this module. The parenthesized numbers represent approximate number of lecture hours allocated for each topic.

One-Term Undergraduate Introduction to Software Engineering. The large quantity of material to be covered in this course makes it difficult to deal with any topic in depth. The following minimum coverage of unit testing and analysis issues is suggested:

- Theory (0.5)
- Functional Testing and Analysis (1.5)
- Structural Testing and Analysis (1.5)
- Managerial Aspects (1.5)

Total: 5.0 hours

Undergraduate Course on Verification Techniques. A course covering proof of correctness, review techniques, and testing and analysis provides a springboard for understanding the complicated issues in verification.

Suggested coverage:

- Theory (1.0)
- Functional Testing and Analysis (4.0)
- Structural Testing and Analysis (4.0)
- Error-based Testing and Analysis (3.0)
- Managerial Aspects (3.0)

Total: 15 hours

Graduate Seminar on Testing and Analysis. As indicated in the table in Suggested Reading Lists, there is a wealth of material to support a graduate seminar in testing. The entire outline of this module can be covered, with additional topics included as deemed appropriate. The suggestions given below focus on how this material can be taught in a seminar format.

The instructor delivers an introductory lecture in each of the major topic areas. Lectures should be based on papers from the “essential” category (column 1 of the table). A subset of papers from the “recommended” list (column 2) is selected to be read by all students; one student should act as presenter for each paper. For this approach to succeed, papers and presenters must be selected well in advance, and both presenters and participants must be prepared. To ensure this advanced preparation, the instructor should:

- Approve all paper selections.
- Meet with each presenter at least two weeks in advance of the presentation to answer questions, determine presentation format, and together write a set of exercises for the other students.
- Distribute the assigned reading as soon as possible and the set of exercises at least one week in advance of the presentation.
- Be prepared to assist each student at his presentation, if necessary.

This approach requires discipline on everyone’s part.

Broad coverage of material is aided by requiring each student to write a term paper in one of the areas related to the course. Readings listed in the “essential” and “recommended” columns provide
breadth, while those categorized as "detailed" or "expert" provide depth.

Suggested coverage:
- Background and Theory (5.0)
- Functional Testing and Analysis
  - Testing independent of the specification technique (6.0)
  - Testing dependent on the specification technique (3.0)
- Structural Testing and Analysis
  - Static analysis (6.0)
  - Testing (3.0)
- Error-Oriented Testing and Analysis
  - Statistical methods (2.0)
  - Error-based testing (4.0)
  - Fault-based testing (3.0)
- Hybrid Testing Techniques (3.0)
- Evaluation of Unit Testing and Analysis
  - Theoretical (3.0)
  - Empirical (1.0)
- Managerial Aspects of Unit Testing and Analysis
  - Selecting techniques (1.0)
  - Configuration items (1.0)
  - Testbeds (1.0)

Total: 42 hours

Suggested Reading Lists

The following lists categorize items in the bibliography by applicability. "Essential" reading is exactly that. "Recommended" reading provides additional background. "Detailed" reading indicates papers with narrow scope. These papers can serve as the basis for a class project. "Expert" reading is for those who have a good background in a particular area; this category contains mostly theoretical papers. Coverage of the first two categories, including one detailed area, is about all that can be expected in a single term.

Exercises

It is not sufficient merely to study techniques—they must be applied to software and evaluated. Fortunately there is no lack of software to be verified! The traditional project-oriented software engineering course clearly should have a testing component. If a testing seminar is held concurrently with such a course, the students taking the seminar can act as an independent test organization, as tool builders, as consultants, etc. for the software engineering class. Alternatively, programs can be obtained from another class or from industry for sustained testing.

In a testing seminar, the complementary benefits of functional and structural testing can be illustrated by dividing the seminar participants into two groups. Have each group produce a specification and fault-filled program. The functional group receives the specification and object code from the structural group, which, in turn, receives only the source code from the functional group. After testing is complete, the groups compare results. Roles of the two groups can then be reversed.

Testing tools are prime candidates for projects. Rudimentary testbeds, data flow analyzers, and code instrumenters can be implemented in one term. Tools developed during one term can serve both as the test tools and the test objects for the next.
## Paper Categories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essential</th>
<th>Recommended</th>
<th>Detailed</th>
<th>Expert</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clarke82</td>
<td>Duran81</td>
<td>Bazzichi82</td>
<td>Budd82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currit86</td>
<td>Foster80</td>
<td>Budd80</td>
<td>DeMillo78b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeMillo78a</td>
<td>Gannon81</td>
<td>Clarke76</td>
<td>Gourlay81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duran84</td>
<td>Glass81</td>
<td>Duncan81</td>
<td>Gourlay83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fosdick76</td>
<td>Hamlet77b</td>
<td>Duran80</td>
<td>Hamlet81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerhart76</td>
<td>Howden78a</td>
<td>Hamlet77a</td>
<td>Howden78c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodenough75</td>
<td>Howden80a</td>
<td>Hennell83</td>
<td>Morell83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hantler76</td>
<td>Howden82</td>
<td>Howden75</td>
<td>Morell87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howden76</td>
<td>Huang75</td>
<td>Howden77</td>
<td>Ramamoorthy82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howden80b</td>
<td>Jachner84</td>
<td>Howden78b</td>
<td>Weyuker83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howden80c</td>
<td>Kemmerer85</td>
<td>Jalote83</td>
<td>Weyuker84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howden86</td>
<td>Laski83</td>
<td>Miller74</td>
<td>Weyuker86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE83a</td>
<td>NBS82</td>
<td>Miller81b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE83b</td>
<td>Ostrand84</td>
<td>Ntafos84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE87</td>
<td>Panzi78</td>
<td>Osterweil76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richardson85</td>
<td>Prober82</td>
<td>Panzi81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weyuker80</td>
<td>Rapps85</td>
<td>Redwine83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White80</td>
<td>Tai80</td>
<td>Roussopoulos85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weyuker82</td>
<td>Rowland81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woodward80</td>
<td>Senn83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zeil83</td>
<td>Weiser84</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>White85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following annotations include comments about the value of each work to the instructor and student. Works identified as "recommended reading" or "should be read" provide necessary background reading. Items labeled "could prove useful" are narrow in scope and of limited applicability. Papers described as "for experts only" should be reserved for student punishment.

Several of the following articles are reprinted in the tutorial by Miller and Howden [Miller81]; they are so noted.

**Bazzichi82**

Abstract: A new method for testing compilers is presented. The compiler is exercised by compatible programs, automatically generated by a test generator. The generator is driven by a tabular description of the source language. This description is in a formalism which nicely extends context-free grammars in a context-dependent direction, but still retains the structure and readability of BNF. The generator produces a set of programs which cover all grammatical constructions of the source language, unless user supplied directives instruct otherwise. The programs generated can also be used to evaluate the performance of different compilers of the same source language.

A significant example from Pascal is presented, and experience with the generator is reported.

The approach taken here is one similar to that of a two-level grammar for specifying context sensitivity. The problems inherent in specifying semantic constraints on a programming language are clearly presented. However, the presentation is difficult to understand without consulting the references in the bibliography.

This paper or [Duncan81] should be read by the instructor. It is a difficult paper for students, though its goal should be apparent.

**Belzer83**

**Table of Contents**

1. Introduction
2. The Taxonomy of Bugs
3. Flowcharts and Path Testing
5. Graphs, Paths and Complexity
6. Paths, Path Products, and Regular Expressions
7. Data Validation and Syntax Testing
8. Data-Base-Driven Test Design
9. Decision Tables and Boolean Algebra
10. Boolean Algebra the Easy Way
11. States, State Graphs, and Transition Testing
12. Graph Matrices and Applications

**Berztiss88**

**Budd80**

This paper presents little-known results on mutation testing, including both theoretical and empirical studies. The theoretical section can be safely ignored, except for the analysis of decision tables and straight-line Lisp programs. The empirical results are more interesting, since they provide insight into the mutant operators used and their success on buggy programs.

The theoretical section is useful only for those who wish to pursue mutation testing at an expert level. The empirical section is of some use in demonstrating when mutation testing does and does not work.

**Budd82**

Abstract: We consider two interpretations for what it means for test data to demonstrate correctness. For each interpretation, we examine under what conditions data sufficient to demonstrate correctness exists, and whether it can be automatically detected and/or generated. We establish the relation between these questions and the problem of deciding equivalence of two programs.
This article requires a good background in computability theory. A theoretical analysis of mutation testing is presented in excellent style.

This paper is for experts. Students without a course in computability will be lost.

**Clarke76**

Abstract: This paper describes a system that attempts to generate test data for programs written in ANSI Fortran. Given a path, the system symbolically executes the path and creates a set of constraints on the program’s input variables. If the set of constraints is linear, linear programming techniques are employed to obtain a solution. A solution to the set of constraints is test data that will drive execution down the given path. If it can be determined that the set of constraints is inconsistent, then the given path is shown to be non-executable. To increase the chance of detecting some of the more common programming errors, artificial constraints are temporarily created that simulate error conditions and then an attempt is made to solve each augmented set of constraints. A symbolic representation of the program’s output variables in terms of the program’s input variables is also created. The symbolic representation is in a human readable form that facilitates error detection as well as being a possible aid in assertion generation and automatic program documentation.

**Clarke82**

Abstract: White and Cohen have proposed the domain testing method, which attempts to uncover errors in a path domain by selecting test data on and near the boundary of the path domain. The goal of domain testing is to demonstrate that the boundary is correct within an acceptable error bound. Domain testing is intuitively appealing in that it provides a method for satisfying the often suggested guideline that boundary conditions should be tested.

In addition to proposing the domain testing method, White and Cohen have developed a test data selection strategy, which attempts to satisfy this method. Further, they have described two error measures for evaluating domain testing strategies. This paper takes a close look at their strategy and their proposed error measures. It is shown that inordinately large domain errors may remain undetected by the White and Cohen strategy. Two alternative domain testing strategies, which improve on the error bound, are then proposed and the complexity of each of the three strategies is analyzed. Finally, several other issues that must be addressed by domain testing are presented and the general applicability of this method is discussed.

This paper recommends the selection of additional test points to narrow the range of domain shifts that remain undetected by the domain testing strategy suggested in [White80], which is essential prerequisite reading. The paper makes several important suggestions for relaxing the restrictions of [White80].

This is essential reading for the instructor if domain testing is to be discussed and also serves as a good source of thought questions for examinations. It is advanced reading for students.

**Currit86**

Abstract: The accepted approach to software development is to specify and design a product in response to a requirements analysis and then to test the software selectively with cases perceived to be typical to those requirements. Frequently the result is a product which works well against inputs similar to those tested but which is unreliable in unexpected circumstances.

In contrast it is possible to embed the software development and testing process within a formal statistical design. In such a design, software testing can be used to make statistical inferences about the reliability of the future operation of the software. In turn, the process of systematically assessing reliability permits a certification of the product at delivery, that attests to a public record of defect detection and repair and to a measured level of operating reliability.

This paper describes a procedure for certifying the reliability of software before its release to users. The ingredients of this procedure are a life cycle of executable product increments, representative statistical testing, and a standard estimate of the MTTF (mean time to failure) of the product at the time of its release.

The paper discusses the development of certified software products and the derivation of a statistical model used for reliability projection. Available software test data are used to demonstrate the application of the model in the certification process.

This paper provides a model of software reliability based upon incremental software development. Failure rates are determined from operational testing of each incremental release. The focus is on
eliminating faults that have the greatest impact on operational performance. A strong background in statistics is necessary for full appreciation of the mathematics. The paper is essential reading for the instructor.

DeMillo78a

This paper should win a prize for introducing more sexy new terms than any other—mutation testing, competent programmer hypothesis, coupling effect. Beware! It is easy to fall under the spell of the latter two terms and assume they are well-defined and justified. Beware also of the typographical error that occurs in several places on page 37, where '1' is substituted for 'I'. This substitution leads to the (wrong) impression that mutation testing is performed conventionally on double mutants. The description on page 39 is confusing and seems to imply that 14 mutants are equivalent to the original, yet four of them are not. [Duran81] draws exactly the opposite conclusion based on the random generation example!

Despite flaws, this paper is a marvelous introduction to mutation testing and is, therefore, essential reading for both instructor and student.

DeMillo78b

Duncan81

Abstract: We present a method for generating test cases that can be used throughout the entire life cycle of a program. This method uses attributed translation grammars to generate both inputs and outputs, which can then be used either as is, in order to test the specifications, or in conjunction with automatic test drivers to test an implementation against the specifications.

The grammar can generate test cases either randomly or systematically. The attributes are used to guide the generation process, thereby avoiding the generation of many superfluous test cases. The grammar itself not only drives the generation of test cases but also serves as a concise documentation of the test plan.

In the paper, we describe the test case generator, show how it works in typical examples, compare it with related techniques, and discuss how it can be used in conjunction with various testing heuristics.

This is a practical paper on the means of generating test data based on a BNF grammar. The use of "attributes" here is unconventional and is not directly related to attribute grammars.

This paper or [Bazzichi82] should be read by the instructor. It can be useful for in-depth study by the student.

Duran80

Abstract: The point of all validation techniques is to raise assurance about the program under study, but no current methods can be realistically thought to give 100% assurance that a validated program will perform correctly. There are currently no useful ways for quantifying how 'well-validated' a program is. One measure of program correctness is the proportion of elements in the program's input domain for which it fails to execute correctly, since the proportion is zero i.f.f. the program is correct. This proportion can be estimated statistically from the results of program tests and from prior subjective assessments of the program's correctness. Three examples are presented of methods for determining 9-confidence bounds on the failure proportion. It is shown that there are reasonable conditions (for programs with a finite number of paths) for which ensuring the testing of all paths does not give better assurance of program correctness.

The authors are interested in program testing, particularly in quantifying how well a program has been tested. Both random testing and path testing are considered. A strong statistical background is presumed.

Expert reading for the instructor.

Duran81

Abstract: Mills' capture-recapture sampling method allows the estimation of the number of errors in a program by randomly inserting known errors and then testing the program for both inserted and indigenous errors. This correspondence shows how correct confidence limits and maximum likelihood
estimates can be obtained from the test results. Both fixed sample size testing and sequential testing are considered.

It is essential that Mills' original article be read first (see chapter 9 of [Mills83]). A strong statistics background is needed.

This reading is for experts only.

Duran84

Abstract: Random testing of programs has usually (but not always) been viewed as a worst case of program testing. Testing strategies that take into account the program structure are generally preferred. Path testing is an often proposed ideal for structural testing. Path testing is treated here as an instance of partition testing, where by partition testing is meant any testing scheme which forces execution of at least one test case from each subset of a partition of the input domain. Simulation results are presented which suggest that random testing may often be more cost effective than partition testing schemes. Also, results of actual random testing experiments are presented which confirm the viability of random testing as a useful validation tool.

This paper challenges many ideas about program testing, especially the notion that random testing is of no value. Experiments were conducted to validate an error model, and the structural coverage accomplished by such testing is reported. Knowledge of statistics helps.

This is essential reading for the instructor. It is challenging for the student, but it should be read.

Fosdick76

Abstract: The ways that the methods of data flow analysis can be applied to improve software reliability are described. There is also a review of the basic terminology from graph theory and from data flow analysis in global program optimization. The notation of regular expressions is used to describe actions on data for sets of paths. These expressions provide the basis of a classification scheme for data flow which represents patterns of data flow along paths within subprograms and along paths which cross subprogram boundaries. Fast algorithms, originally introduced for global optimization, are described and it is shown how they can be used to implement the classification scheme. It is then shown how these same algo-

rithms can also be used to detect the presence of data flow anomalies which are symptomatic of programming errors. Finally, some characteristics of and experience with DAVE, a data flow analysis system embodying some of these ideas, are described.

This article is a most readable and thorough introduction to data flow analysis. Read this first and compare with [Jachner84].

This is essential reading for both instructor and student.

Foster80

Abstract: A hardware failure analysis technique adapted to software yielded three rules for generating test cases sensitive to code errors. These rules, and a procedure for generating these cases, are given with examples. Areas for further study are recommended.

A set of error-sensitive test case analysis rules are given for producing inputs that are "error-sensitive." The rules are ad hoc, and no theoretical justification is given for them. An error in the article is corrected in Software Engineering Notes 10, 1 (Jan. 1985), 62-67.

This article contains many classical examples and is useful for that reason. It is not essential reading, but it raises many questions about why the proposed ideas seems to work.

Gannon81

Abstract: A compiler-based system DAIISTS that combines a data-abstraction language (derived from the SIMULA class) with specification by algebraic axioms is described. The compiler, presented with two independent syntactic objects in the axioms and implementing code, compiles a "program" that consists of the former as test driver for the latter. Data points, in the form of expressions using the abstract functions and constant values, are fed to this program to determine if the implementation and axioms agree. Along the way, structural testing measures can be applied to both code and axioms to evaluate the test data. Although a successful test does not conclusively demonstrate the consistency of axioms and code, in practice the tests are seldom successful, revealing errors. The advantage over conventional programming systems is threefold:
The presence of the axioms eliminates the need for a test oracle; only inputs need be supplied.

Testing is automated: a user writes axioms, implementation, and test points; the system writes the test drivers.

The results of tests are often surprising and helpful because it is difficult to get away with "trivial" tests: what is not significant for the code is liable to be a severe test of the axioms, and vice versa.

The system described here covers many diverse aspects of program testing. It is a specification-dependent hybrid approach that takes advantage of the orthogonality between implementations and algebraic axioms.

This paper is recommended reading for the instructor. With some background in algebraic specification, students can readily comprehend the system.

Gerhart76

Abstract: Errors, inconsistencies, or confusing points are noted in a variety of published algorithms, many of which are being used as examples in formulating or teaching principles of such modern programming methodologies as formal specification, systematic construction, and correctness proving. Common properties of these points of contention are abstracted. These properties are then used to pinpoint possible causes of the errors and to formulate general guidelines which might help to avoid further errors. The common characteristic of mathematical rigor and reasoning in these examples is noted, leading to some discussion about fallibility in mathematics, and its relationship to fallibility in these programming methodologies. The overriding goal is to cast a more realistic perspective on the methodologies, particularly constructive recommendations for their improvement.

This paper is a masterpiece of analysis of how errors occur in the life cycle. Though a bit "nitpicky" in places, the paper succeeds in convincing the most adamant skeptic of the need for dynamic testing of computer programs. It is best understood after some formal specifications and proofs of correctness are attempted.

This paper is essential reading for both instructor and student.

Glass81

Glass81

Glass81

Glass81

Glass81

Abstract: Persistent software errors—those which are not discovered until late in development, such as when the software becomes operational—are by far the most expensive kind of error. Via analysis of software problem reports, it is discovered that the predominant number of persistent errors in large-scale software efforts are errors of omitted logic..., that is, the code is not as complex as required by the problem to be solved. Peer design and code review, desk checking, and ultra-rigorous testing may be the most helpful of the currently available technologies in attacking this problem. New and better methodologies are needed.

Goodenough75

Abstract: This paper examines the theoretical and practical role of testing in software development. We prove a fundamental theorem showing that properly structured tests are capable of demonstrating the absence of errors in a program. The theorem's proof hinges on our definition of test reliability and validity, but its practical utility hinges on being able to show when a test is actually reliable. We explain what makes tests unreliable (for example, we show by example why testing all program statements, predicates, or paths is not usually sufficient to insure test reliability), and we outline a possible approach to developing reliable tests. We also show how the analysis required to define reliable tests can help in checking a program's design and specifications as well as in preventing and detecting implementation errors.

Despite the flaws indicated in [Weyuker80], this remains a classic.

The paper is essential reading for the instructor. Students find it very difficult; do not use it as an introduction to testing!

Gourlay81

Gourlay83

Abstract: Testing has long been in need of mathematical underpinnings to explain its value as well as its limitations. This paper develops and applies a mathematical framework that 1) unifies previous work on the subject, 2) provides a mechanism for
comparing the power of methods of testing programs based on the degree to which the methods approximate program verification, and 3) provides a reasonable and useful interpretation of the notion that successful tests increase one\'s confidence in the program\'s correctness.

Applications of the framework include confirmation of a number of common assumptions about practical testing methods. Among the assumptions confirmed is the need for generating tests from specifications as well as programs. On the other hand, a careful formal analysis shows that the "competent programmer hypothesis" does not suffice to ensure the claimed high reliability of mutation testing. Hardware testing is shown to fit into the framework as well, and a brief consideration of it shows how the practical differences between it and software testing arise.

This paper is expert reading.

Hamlet77a

Abstract: The techniques of compiler optimization can be applied to aid a programmer in writing a program which cannot be improved by these techniques. A finite, representative set of test data can be useful in this process. This paper presents the theoretical basis for the (nonconstructive) existence of test sets which serves as maximally effective stand-ins for an unlimited number of input possibilities. It is argued that although the time required by a compiler to fully exercise a program on a set of data may be large, the corresponding improvement in the reliability of the program may also be large if the set meets the given theoretical requirements.

As a theoretical companion to [Hamlet77b], this paper explores the notion of assessing test data adequacy via program mutations. The article requires some background in computability, especially in reduction proofs involving the halting problem.

The paper could be used as an introduction to computability for students with limited background, since all its theorems are relevant to issues involved in program testing.

Hamlet77b

Abstract: If finite input-output specifications are added to the syntax of programs, these specifications can be verified at compile time. Programs which carry adequate tests with them in this way should be resistant to maintenance errors. If the specifications are independent of program details they are easy to give, and unlikely to contain errors in common with the program. Furthermore, certain finite specifications are maximal in that they exercise the control and expression structure of a program as well as any tests can.

A testing system based on a compiler is described, in which compiled code is utilized under interactive control, but "semantic" errors are reported in the style of conventional syntax errors. The implementation is entirely in the high-level language on which the system is based, using some novel ideas for improving documentation without sacrificing efficiency.

This paper provides an excellent description of a system that anticipated many of the fault-based methods of program testing practice and theory. It represents the first fault-based system using program mutation in a context that determines test data adequacy by demonstrating that no simpler programs can be substituted for the original and still pass the test. The paper is easy to understand and motivates discussion of mutation testing and test data adequacy.

This paper is recommended reading for the instructor and provides an interesting comparison of tradeoffs among mutation methods for the student.

Hamlet81

Hantler76

Abstract: This paper explains, in an introductory fashion, the method of specifying the correct behavior of a program by the use of input/output assertions and describes one method for showing that the program is correct with respect to those assertions. An initial assertion characterizes conditions expected to be true upon entry to the program and a final assertion characterizes conditions expected to be true upon exit from the program. When a program contains no branches, a technique known as symbolic execution can be used to show that the truth of the initial assertion upon entry guarantees the truth of the final assertion upon exit. More generally, for a program with branches one can define a symbolic execution tree. If there is an upper bound on the number of times each loop in such a program may be executed, a proof of correctness can be given by a simple traversal of the (finite) symbolic execution tree.
However, for most programs, no fixed bound on the number of times each loop is executed exists and the corresponding symbolic execution trees are infinite. In order to prove the correctness of such programs, a more general assertion structure must be provided. The symbolic execution tree of such programs must be traversed inductively rather than explicitly. This leads naturally to the use of additional assertions which are called "inductive assertions."

This article provides an excellent introduction to three important areas: program correctness, formal verification, and symbolic execution. It is highly readable and provides a gentle introduction to these areas.

The instructor who needs to learn about the relationship of symbolic execution to verification should begin here, but will need additional background as well. It is ideal for student reading.

Hayes-Roth83

This book covers the theory of data flow analysis as applied to program optimization. Application of data flow analysis to verification is not covered.

Hennell83

Abstract: The LDRA software Testbeds are described from two distinct viewpoints: those of the individual users of the test beds, and of the managers whose role it is to enforce standards. The discussion looks at the information yielded and considers how this can be used to increase the quality of implemented software.

The paper summarizes how the underlying research work and the accumulated experience of ten years in-service use have been incorporated into the Testbeds.

Both the programmer's view and management's view of a test bed is presented. The system supports a variety of static and dynamic testing methods for several languages. No references to other test beds are given.

As a representative paper on software test beds, this paper deserves reading. Students will be able to understand it.

Howden75

Abstract: A methodology for generating program test data is described. The methodology is a model of the test data generation process and can be used to characterize the basic problems of test data generation. It is well defined and can be used to build an automatic test data generation system.

The methodology decomposes a program into a finite set of classes of paths in such a way that an intuitively complete set of test cases would cause the execution of one path in each class. The test data generation problem is theoretically unsolvable: there is no algorithm which, given any class of paths, will either generate a test case that causes some path in that class to be followed or determine that no such data exist. The methodology attempts to generate test data for as many of the classes of paths as possible. It operates by constructing descriptions of the input data subsets which cause the classes of paths to be followed. It transforms these descriptions into systems of predicates which it attempts to solve.

This paper contains a nuts-and-bolts presentation of symbolic execution techniques.

The instructor may find this paper useful, but it is somewhat dated. Students who are not enthusiastic about using structural coverage to generate test data should avoid this one.

Howden76

Abstract: A set of test data T for a program P is reliable if it reveals that P contains an error whenever P is incorrect. If a set of tests T is reliable and P produces the correct output for each element of T then P is a correct program. Test data generation strategies are procedures for generating sets of test data. A testing strategy is reliable for a program P if it produces a reliable set of test data for P. It is proved that an effective testing strategy which is reliable for all programs cannot be constructed. A description of the path analysis testing strategy is presented. In the path analysis strategy data are generated which cause different paths in a program to be executed. A method for analyzing the reliability of path testing is introduced. The method
is used to characterize certain classes of programs and program errors for which the path analysis strategy is reliable. Examples of published incorrect programs are included.

This is an excellent paper that established much of the terminology and influenced much of the work in path testing.

It is essential reading for both the instructor and student.

Howden77

Abstract: Symbolic testing and a symbolic evaluation system called DISSECT are described. The principle features of DISSECT are outlined. The results of two classes of experiments in the use of symbolic evaluation are summarized. Several classes of program errors are defined and the reliability of symbolic testing in finding bugs is related to the classes of errors. The relationship of symbolic evaluation systems like DISSECT to classes of program errors and to other kinds of program testing and program analysis tools is also discussed. Desirable improvements in DISSECT, whose importance was revealed by the experiments, are mentioned.

This paper provides a detailed look into the strengths and weaknesses of a symbolic execution system. Several interesting notions are introduced, such as using two-dimensional output to improve readability of symbolic output, and the use of a path description language.

The paper is necessary only for in-depth understanding of symbolic execution. It is easily understood by students.

Howden78a

Abstract: Two approaches to the study of program testing are described. One approach is theoretical and the other empirical. In the theoretical approach situations are characterized in which it is possible to use testing to formally prove the correctness of programs or the correctness of properties of programs. In the empirical approach testing strategies reveal the errors in a collection of programs. A summary of the results of two research projects which investigated these approaches are presented. The differences between the two approaches are discussed and their relative advantages and disadvantages are compared.

This paper is recommended reading for the instructor who wishes to compare the theoretical approach with the empirical approach. It is readily understood by students.

Howden78b

Abstract: The basic features of the DISSECT symbolic testing tool are described. Usage procedures are outlined and the special advantages of the tool are summarized. Cost estimates for using the tool are provided and the results of experiments to determine its effectiveness are included. The background and history of the development of the tool are outlined. The availability of the tool is described and a listing of reference materials is included.

Howden78c

Abstract: An approach to the study of program testing is introduced in which program testing is treated as a special kind of equivalence problem. In this approach, classes of programs P* and associated classes of test sets T* are defined which have the property that if two programs P and Q in P* agree on a set of tests from T*, then P and Q are computationally equivalent. The properties of a class P* and the associated class T* can be thought of as defining a set of assumptions about a hypothetical correct version Q of a program P in P*. If the assumptions are valid then it is possible to prove the correctness of P by testing. The main result of the paper is an equivalence theorem for classes of programs which carry out sequences of computations involving the elements of arrays.

This reading is for expert knowledge.
fied. The errors that were present in version five of a package of Fortran scientific subroutines and then later corrected in version six were analyzed. An integrated collection of static and dynamic analysis methods would have discovered the error in version five before its release. An integrated approach to validation and the effectiveness of individual methods are discussed.

An excellent description of what errors are discovered by what techniques.

This paper is essential reading for the instructor and student alike.

Howden80c

Abstract: An approach to functional testing is described in which the design of a program is viewed as an integrated collection of functions. The selection of test data depends on the functions used in the design and on the value spaces over which the functions are defined. The basic ideas on the method were developed during the study of a collection of scientific programs containing errors. The method was the most reliable testing technique for discovering the errors. It was found to be significantly more reliable than structural testing. The two techniques are compared and their relative advantages and limitations are discussed.

By functional program testing, Howden means testing those aspects of a program that have any form of external specification, including design documents or even comments within the code. The use of the term functional testing in this module is derived from this and similar papers.

[Howden80c] is essential reading for both the instructor and the student.

Howden82

Abstract: Different approaches to the generation of test data are described. Error-based approaches depend on the definition of classes of commonly occurring program errors. They generate tests which are specifically designed to determine if particular classes of errors occur in a program. An error-based method called weak mutation testing is described. In this method, tests are constructed which are guaranteed to force program statements which contain certain classes of errors to act incorrectly during the execution of the program over those tests. The method is systematic, and a tool can be built to help the user apply the method. It is extensible in the sense that it can be extended to cover additional classes of errors. Its relationship to other software testing methods is discussed. Examples are included.

Different approaches to testing involve different concepts of the adequacy or completeness of a set of tests. A formalism for characterizing the completeness of test sets that are generated by error-based methods such as weak mutation testing as well as the test sets generated by other testing methods is introduced. Error-based, functional, and structural testing emphasize different approaches to the test data generation problem. The formalism which is introduced in the paper can be used to describe their common basis and their differences.

As a variant of mutation testing, weak mutation testing is a viable option and bears close resemblance to the system described in [Hamlet77a]. This paper formalizes the notion of completeness of a test set based on its ability to detect local changes to the code. A good comparison of testing methods is made, using the notation introduced in the paper. The paper is more easily understood if [DeMillo78], [White80], and [Foster80] are read first.

This paper is recommended for the instructor, especially if error-based or fault-based testing is to be covered in depth. Given sufficient background, students should find the paper accessible. It could form the basis of a class project to develop a weak mutation system.

Howden86

Abstract: An integrated approach to testing is described which includes both static and dynamic analysis methods and which is based on theoretical results that prove both its effectiveness and efficiency. Programs are viewed as consisting of collections of functions that are joined together using elementary functional forms or complex functional structures.

Functional testing is identified as the input-output analysis of functional forms. Classes of faults are defined for these forms and results presented which prove the fault revealing effectiveness of well-defined sets of tests.

Functional analysis is identified as the analysis of the sequences of operators, functions, and data type transformations which occur in functional structures. Functional trace analysis involves the examination of the sequences of function calls which occur in a program path; operator sequence anal-
Abstract: One of the practical methods commonly used to detect the presence of errors in a computer program is to test it for a set of test cases. The probability of discovering errors through testing can be increased by selecting test cases in such a way that each and every branch in the flowchart will be traversed at least once during the test. This tutorial describes the problems involved and the methods that can be used to satisfy the test requirement.

This paper discusses a method for determining path conditions to enable branch coverage.

The paper is very easy to understand and should cause no problems for students. It will introduce them to predicate calculus notation for expressing path conditions. It is recommended reading for both instructor and students.

Jachner84


Abstract: The occurrence of a data flow anomaly is often an indication of the existence of a programming error. The detection of such anomalies can be used for detecting errors and to upgrade software quality. This paper introduces a new, efficient algorithm capable of detecting anomalous data flow patterns in a program represented by a graph. The algorithm based on static analysis scans the paths entering and leaving each node of the graph to reveal anomalous data action combinations. An algorithm implementing this type of approach was proposed by Fosdick and Osterweil [2]. Our approach presents a general framework which not only fills a gap in the previous algorithm, but also provides time and space improvements.

This paper corrects a problem in [Fosdick76] and cannot be understood without having read its predecessor.
If [Fosdick76] is covered, this paper must be read by the instructor. The paper opens up the possibility of a meta-discussion about the need to analyze papers critically. The shock effect on students of the reliability of published papers is not to be underestimated. See [Weyuker80] for additional support for this approach.

Jalote83

Abstract: Software testing assumes the existence of a test oracle who is frequently human. The test system described obviates the need for a conventional oracle by automatically generating a test oracle for an Abstract Data Type from its specifications. In certain circumstances the test system may also detect Abstract Data Types that are not completely specified and help diagnose missing axioms. A test point generator is provided which, when used together with this oracle, facilitates the testing of Abstract Data Types.

This article describes a method for testing abstract data types specified by algebraic axioms, in which test data are generated automatically.

The paper provides a detailed example of testing based on the specification technique. It is not essential reading.

Kemmerer85

Abstract: Formal specification and verification techniques are now used to increase the reliability of software systems. However, these approaches sometimes result in specifying systems that cannot be realized or that are not usable. This paper demonstrates why it is necessary to test specifications early in the software life cycle to guarantee a system that meets its critical requirements and that also provides the desired functionality. Definitions to provide the framework for classifying the validity of a functional requirement with respect to a formal specification are also introduced. Finally, the design of two tools for testing formal specifications is discussed.

Laski83

Abstract: Some properties of a program data flow can be used to guide program testing. The presented approach aims to exercise use-definition chains that appear in a program. Two such data oriented testing strategies are proposed: the first involves checking liveness of every definition of a variable at the point(s) of its possible use; the second deals with liveness of vectors of variables treated as arguments to an instruction or program block. Reliability of these strategies is discussed with respect to a program containing an error.

This paper provides a transition from the use of data flow to detect anomalies in programs to its use as a method for test data selection and evaluation.

The paper should be read by the instructor and is accessible to students. The difference between using a criterion as an evaluation method rather than as a generation method needs to be emphasized.

Leveson87

McCabe83

Miller74

Abstract: A structural basis for the formulation of test cases for given computer programs has been found to be an effective and efficient strategy. An existing automated program validation system employs these techniques with good success in minimizing the number of test cases required; this same system permits automatic identification of test cases in a high proportion of instances. Research aimed at fully automating the test case generation process continues.

Level-i path testing is defined and illustrated. The presentation is terse and difficult to follow, but it illustrates the analysis performed by one of the earlier testbeds, RXVP.

This is in-depth reading on path testing for the instructor. Student readers will struggle as much with presentation as with content.

Miller81a

Abstract: This paper outlines some general considerations leading to the development of an integrated automated test system for computer software. An example of the finished system, called ITB, is given.


This is available from the author. (See address at the front of this module.)


Abstract: A theory of fault-based program testing is defined and explained. Testing is fault-based when it seeks to demonstrate that prescribed faults are not in a program. It is assumed here that a program can only be incorrect in a limited fashion specified by associating alternate expressions with program expressions. Classes of alternate expressions can be infinite. Substitution of an alternate expression for a program expression yields an alternate program that is potentially correct. The goal of fault-based testing is to produce a test set that differentiates the program from each of its alternates.

A particular form of fault-based testing based on symbolic execution is presented. In symbolic testing program expressions are replaced by symbolic alternatives that represent classes of alternate expressions. The output from the system is an expression in terms of the input of the symbolic alternative. Equating this with the output from the original program yields a propagation equation whose solutions determine those alternatives which are not differentiated by this test.


Abstract: In this paper we introduce two classes of program testing strategies that consist of specifying a set of required elements for the program and then covering those elements with appropriate test inputs. In general, a required element has a structural and a functional component and is covered by a test case if the test case causes the features specified in the structural component to be executed under the conditions specified in the functional component. Data flow analysis is used to specify the...
structural component and data flow interactions are used as a basis for developing the functional component. The strategies are illustrated with examples and some experimental evaluations of their effectiveness are presented.

A general framework is established for integrating structural testing with data flow information. Reading [Rapps85] first is suggested, which is more comprehensive in treatment of approaches.

The paper could be useful to the instructor, but it is less accessible to the student.

**Osterweil76**

Abstract: This paper describes DAVE, a system for analyzing Fortran programs. DAVE is capable of detecting the symptoms of a wide variety of errors in programs, as well as assuring the absence of these errors. In addition, DAVE exposes and documents subtle data relations and flows within programs. The central analytic procedure used is a depth first search. DAVE itself is written in Fortran. Its implementation at the University of Colorado and some early experience is described.

After an abrupt introduction to data flow anomalies, the paper gives two algorithms for computing the input/output classification of a variable. The relationship between these algorithms and the detection of data flow anomalies is not immediately obvious. [Fosdick76] should be read first and correlated with this article. The algorithms are couched in an Algol-like language, making them more palatable to students.

The paper could serve as detailed reading for the instructor. The density of notation makes it difficult for the student.

**Ostrand84**

Abstract: A study has been made of the software errors committed during development of an interactive special-purpose editor system. This product, developed for commercial production use, has been followed during nine months of coding, unit testing, function testing, and system testing. Detected problems and their fixes have been described by testers and debuggers. A new fault categorization scheme was developed from these descriptions and used to classify the 173 faults that resulted from the project's errors. For each error, we asked the programmers to select its most likely cause, report the stages of the software development cycle in which the error was committed and the problem first noticed, and the circumstances of the problem's detection and isolation, including time required, techniques tried, and successful techniques. The results collected in this study are compared to results from earlier studies, and similarities and differences are noted.

**Panzl78**

This paper is a clear presentation of a method for automating unit tests. It is entirely pragmatic.

[Panzi78] provides many insights into unit testing in an industrial environment and should be read by the instructor. The paper opens up an area of practice to which most students have had little exposure. It also provides a good starting point for potential projects.

**Panzl81**

Abstract: A novel method for automating software testing has been demonstrated at the General Electric Corporate Research and Development Center. This method, called the Dual programming method, is based on a new type of automatic software test driver that automates the generation of test case inputs and the checking of test results and thereby allows the execution of tens of thousands of test cases at zero labor cost. Prototype versions of the Dual automatic test driver were implemented on the CRD H6000 computer in 1980. A controlled experiment has shown that the Dual programming method is capable of improving software reliability in individual program modules by one to two orders of magnitude.

**Perlman88**

**Probert82**
Abstract: A standard technique for monitoring software testing activities is to instrument the module under test with counters or probes before testing begins; then, during testing, data generated by these probes can be used to identify portions of as yet unexercised code. In this paper the effect of the disciplined use of language features for explicitly delimiting control flow constructs is investigated with respect to the corresponding ease of software instrumentation. In particular, assuming all control constructs are explicitly delimited, for example, by END IF or equivalent statements, an easily programmed method is given for inserting a minimum number of probes for monitoring statement and branch execution counts without disrupting source code structure or paragraphing. The use of these probes, called statement probes, is contrasted with the use of standard (branch) probes for execution monitoring. It is observed that the results apply to well-delimited modules written in a wide variety of programming languages, in particular, Ada.

Program instrumentation techniques are surveyed, and a specific method is described. The paper is self-contained, and the method described is applicable to most modern languages. A background in graph theory and formal grammars is necessary.

The paper should be read by the instructor if instrumentation is discussed. The paper is explicit enough to form the basis of a class project.

Ramamoorthy

Abstract: It is essential to assess the reliability of digital computer systems used for critical real-time control applications (e.g., nuclear power plant safety control systems). This involves the assessment of the design correctness of the combined hardware/software system as well as the reliability of the hardware. In this paper we survey methods of determining the design correctness of systems as applied to computer programs.

Automated program proving techniques are still not practical for realistic programs. Manual proofs are lengthy, tedious, and error-prone. Software reliability provides a measure of confidence in the operational correctness of the software. Since the early 1970's several software reliability models have been proposed. We classify and discuss these models using the concepts of residual error size and the testing process used. We also discuss methods of estimating the correctness of the program and the adequacy of the set of test cases used.

These methods are directly applicable to assessing the design correctness of the total integrated hardware/software system which ultimately could include large complex distributed processing systems.

An excellent survey of reliability, with a comprehensive bibliography containing 114 references. Readers need to have a strong statistics background.

Rapps85

Abstract: This paper defines a family of program test data selection criteria derived from data flow analysis techniques similar to those used in compiler optimization. It is argued that currently used path selection criteria, which examine only the control flow of a program, are inadequate. Our procedure associates with each point in a program at which a variable is defined, those points at which the value is used. Several test data selection criteria, differing in the type and number of these associations, are defined and compared.

This paper explores the hierarchical relationships among several data flow testing techniques. The emphasis is on specifying criteria that should be satisfied by test data, not on generating the data.

The paper should be read by the instructor if data flow is to be treated in depth. The paper is likely to overwhelm students.

Redwine83

Abstract: A systematic approach to test data design is presented based on both practical translation of theory and organization of professional lore. The approach is organized around five domains and achieving coverage (exercise) of them by the test data. The domains are processing functions, input, output, interaction among functions, and the code itself. Checklists are used to generate data for processing functions. Separate checklists have been constructed for eight common business data processing functions such as editing, updating, sorting, and reporting. Checklists or specific concrete directions also exist for input, output, interaction, and code coverage. Two global heuristics concerning all test data are also used. A limited discussion on documenting test input data, expected results, and actual results is included.

Use, applicability, and possible expansions are covered briefly. Introduction of the method has similar difficulties to those experienced when intro-
ducing any disciplined technique into an area where discipline was previously lacking. The approach is felt to be easily modifiable and usable for types of systems other than the traditional business data processing ones for which it was originally developed.

This is one of the best articles directed toward a systematic means of testing data processing software. The value of this paper lies in its pragmatic approach to test data selection; there is little theory presented here.

As an example of applied testing in business applications, this paper is a winner. It could serve as a self-assessment test for students who have to develop an integrated method.

Richardson85

Abstract: The partition analysis method compares a procedure's implementation to its specification, both to verify consistency between the two and to derive test data. Unlike most verification methods, partition analysis is applicable to a number of different types of specification languages, including both procedural and nonprocedural languages. It is thus applicable to high-level descriptions as well as to low-level designs. Partition analysis also improves upon existing testing criteria. These criteria usually consider only the implementation, but partition analysis selects test data that exercise both a procedure's intended behavior (as described in the specifications) and the structure of its implementation. To accomplish these goals, partition analysis divides or partitions a procedure's domain into subdomains in which all elements of each subdomain are treated uniformly by the specification and processed uniformly by the implementation. This partition divides the procedure domain into more manageable units. Information related to each subdomain is used to guide in the selection of test data and to verify consistency between the specification and the implementation. Moreover, the testing and verification processes are designed to enhance each other. Initial experimentation has shown that through the integration of testing and verification, as well as through the use of information derived from both the implementation and the specification, the partition analysis method is effective for evaluating program reliability. This paper describes the partition analysis method and reports the results obtained from an evaluation of its effectiveness.

This paper contains an excellent presentation of a hybrid approach, in which simultaneous coverage of both code and specification is attempted. Prerequisite reading includes domain testing [White80] and symbolic execution and formal verification [Hantar76].

This paper is essential reading for both instructor and student.

Roussopoulos85

Abstract: SEES is a database system to support program testing. The program database is automatically created during the compilation of the program by a compiler built using the YACC compiler-compiler.

The database contains static information about the compiled program and is accessed via a relational database management system. SEES allows very flexible access to the data by selecting the level of detail and very powerful tools for writing reports tailored to the user needs.

This paper rediscovers the idea that the static analysis of programs is facilitated by building a relational database from information defined during compilation. Tool building is then done in the language supplied by the DBMS.

The paper could prove useful to the instructor as alternative technology that can be used for static analysis of programs.

Rowland81

Abstract: The element $z$ is called a transcendental for the class $F$ if functions in $F$ can be uniquely identified by their values at $z$. Conditions for the existence of transcendentals are discussed for certain classes of polynomials, multinomials, and rational functions. Of particular interest are those transcendentals having an exact representation in computer arithmetic. Algorithms are presented for reconstruction of the coefficients of a polynomial from its value at a transcendental. The theory is illustrated by application to polynomials, quadratic forms, and quadrature formulas.

This paper presents many techniques for demonstrating that a particular function has been implemented in a computer program. The paper requires a good background in functional analysis to grasp all the details. The paper is very well written, though it has limited application.
The paper can prove useful to the instructor, especially in gaining understanding of issues involved in selecting test data for particular program paths. It is not recommended for students.

Senn83

Abstract: The IVTS is a large software system designed to support user-controlled verification analysis and testing activities for programs written in the HAL/S language. The system is composed of a user interface and command language, analysis tools and an organized database of host system files. The analysis tools are of four major types: (1) static analysis, (2) symbolic execution, (3) dynamic analysis (testing), and (4) documentation enhancement.

The IVTS requires a split HAL/S compiler, divided at the natural separation point between the parser/lexical analyzer phase and the target machine code generator phase. The IVTS uses the internal program form (HALMAT) between these two phases as primary input for the analysis tools. The dynamic analysis component requires some way to "execute" the object HAL/S program. The execution medium may be an interpretive simulation or an actual host or target machine.

IVTS represents state-of-the-art in testing integration. The paper is brief but presents an overview of the functionality of the system.

IVTS can serve as a useful example of integrated testing, but not enough material is available here for a full lecture.

Shneiderman79

This book describes empirical analysis performed on the programming process. It is useful for understanding how to conduct experiments into human factors issues associated with programming languages and interfaces.

Ta180

Abstract: This paper explores the testing complexity of several classes of programs, where the testing complexity is measured in terms of the number of test data required for demonstrating program correctness by testing. It is shown that even for very restrictive classes of programs, none of the commonly used test criteria, namely, having every statement, branch, and path executed at least once, is nearly sufficient to guarantee absence of errors.

Based on the study of testing complexity, this paper proposes two new test criteria, one for testing a path and the other for testing a program. These new criteria suggest how to select test data to obtain confidence in program correctness beyond the requirement of having each statement, branch, or path tested at least once.

This paper analyzes the complexity of achieving several structural coverage measures. The inadequacy of these measures is again shown, along with new criteria for demonstrating correctness for a limited class of programs.

The paper should be read by the instructor to gain an appreciation of when testing is equivalent to correctness. It is in-depth reading for a student interested in structural testing.

Welser84

Abstract: Program slicing is a method for automatically decomposing programs by analyzing their data flow and control flow. Starting from a subset of a program's behavior, slicing reduces that program to a minimal form which still produces that behavior. The reduced program, called a "slice," is an independent program guaranteed to represent faithfully the original program within the domain of the specified subset of behavior.

Some properties of slices are presented. In particular, finding statement-minimal slices is in general unsolvable, but using data flow analysis is sufficient to find approximate slices. Potential applications include automatic slicing tools for debugging and parallel processing of slices.

Though not directly related to program testing, this paper illustrates an application of data flow analysis with a strong intuitive appeal. Connections to symbolic execution and mutation testing can be readily made.

The paper could prove useful to the instructor and the student.

Weyuker80
Abstract: The theory of test data selection proposed by Goodenough and Gerhart is examined. In order to extend and refine this theory, the concepts of a revealing test criterion and a revealing subdomain are proposed. These notions are then used to provide a basis for constructing program tests.

A subset of a program's input domain is revealing if the existence of one incorrectly processed input implies that all of the subset's elements are processed incorrectly. The intent of this notion is to partition the program's domain in such a way that all elements of an equivalence class are either processed correctly or incorrectly. A test set is then formed by choosing one element from each class. This process represents perfect program testing. For a practical testing strategy, the domain is partitioned into subdomains which are revealing for errors considered likely to occur.

Three programs which have previously appeared in the literature are discussed and tested using the notions developed in the paper.

This is the foundational paper for error-based testing. The criticism of [Goodenough75] is crisp, and the theoretical approach has established this as a classic paper.

This is essential reading for the instructor. The student who wishes to pursue error-based testing must read it also.

Weyuker82

Abstract: A frequently invoked assumption in program testing is that there is an oracle (i.e., the tester or an external mechanism can accurately decide whether or not the output produced by a program is correct). A program is non-testable if either an oracle does not exist or the tester must expend some extraordinary amount of time to determine whether or not the output is correct. The reasonableness of the oracle assumption is examined and the conclusions is reached that in many cases this is not a realistic assumption. The consequences of assuming the availability of an oracle are examined and alternatives investigated.

Weyuker83

Abstract: Despite the almost universal reliance on testing as the means of locating software errors and its long history of use, few criteria have been proposed for deciding when software has been thoroughly tested. As a basis for the development of usable notions of test data adequacy, an abstract definition is proposed and examined, and approximations to this definition are considered.

Weyuker84

Weyuker86

Abstract: A test data adequacy criterion is a set of rules used to determine whether or not sufficient testing has been performed. A general axiomatic theory of test data adequacy is developed, and five previously proposed adequacy criteria are examined to see which of the axioms are satisfied. It is shown that the axioms are consistent, but that only two of the criteria satisfy all of the axioms.

White80

Abstract: This paper presents a testing strategy designed to detect errors in the control flow of a computer program, and the conditions under which this strategy is reliable are given and characterized. The control flow statements in a computer program partition the input space into a set of mutually exclusive domains, each of which corresponds to a particular program path and consists of input data points which cause that path to be executed. The testing strategy generates test points to examine the boundaries of a domain to detect whether a domain error has occurred, as either one or more of these boundaries will have shifted or else the corresponding predicate relational operator has changed. If test points can be chosen within $\epsilon$ of each boundary, under the appropriate assumptions, the strategy is shown to be reliable in detecting domain errors of magnitude greater than $\epsilon$. Moreover, the number of test points required to test each domain grows only linearly with both the dimensionality of the input space and the number of predicates along the path being tested.

This is the fundamental paper on domain testing, an error-based testing strategy. The paper focuses on testing errors in the control flow of programs whose predicates have linear interpretation in the input variables. Note that the restrictions specified in the
paper, especially linearity and the absence of arrays, limit the applicability of this strategy mostly to data processing programs. The strategy is examined closely in [Clarke82] and complemented by the approach in [Zeil83]. It is very well written and requires little background, though [Howden76] should probably be read first.

This paper is essential reading for the instructor and is very readable for students.

**White85**

Abstract: In the area of program testing, there are several significant problems which need to be addressed. It will be shown that a strategy called Domain Testing can offer an approach when combined with the recent progress in software engineering. The problems include the determination of a scientifically sound basis for the selection of test data, the development of program specifications which can be used to both generate test data and also ascertain the correctness of program output, and the development of relationships between program testing and formal verification.

This paper is a survey of research related to domain testing, with several suggestions of problems yet to be solved. The author attempts, with some success, a synthesis with related areas such as program verification, specification-based testing, and path selection criteria.

This well-written paper can serve as a general introduction to domain testing. It can be understood without prior knowledge of the subject. It can serve as a catalyst for encouraging detailed study in the area.

**Woodward80**

Abstract: There are a number of practical difficulties in performing a path testing strategy for computer programs. One problem is in deciding which paths, out of a possible infinity, to use as test cases. A hierarchy of structural test metrics is suggested to direct the choice and to monitor the coverage of test paths. Another problem is that many of the chosen paths may be infeasible in the sense that no test data can ever execute them. Experience with the use of "allegations" to circumvent this problem and prevent the static generation of many infeasible paths is reported.

This paper introduces the concept of LCSAJ, a linear code sequence and jump, which has since been used as a structural measure in several diverse experiments.

The paper should be read by the instructor interested in practical methods of structural testing. Students will find the paper difficult but rewarding.

**WST88**

**Zeil83**

Abstract: Many testing methods require the selection of a set of paths on which tests are to be conducted. Errors in arithmetic expressions within program statements can be represented as perturbing functions added to the correct expression. It is then possible to derive the set of errors in a chosen functional class which cannot possibly be detected using a given test path. For example, test paths which pass through an assignment statement "X := f(Y)" are incapable of revealing if the expression "X - f(Y)" has been added to later statements. In general, there are an infinite number of such undetectable error perturbations for any test path. However, when the chosen functional class of error expressions is a vector space, a finite characterization of all undetectable expressions can be found for one test path, or for combined testing along several paths. An analysis of the undetectable perturbations for sequential programs operating on integers and real numbers is presented which permits the detection of multinomial error terms. The reduction of the space of (potential) undetected errors is proposed as a criterion for test path selection.

This paper describes a method for deducing sufficient path coverage to ensure the absence of prescribed errors in a program. It models the program computation and potential errors as a vector space. This enables the conditions for non-detection of an error to be calculated. The strategy assumes the existence of a reliable testing strategy for paths, which, of course, does not exist.

Exposure to [White80] should provide sufficient background for appreciating the context in which the techniques are to be used. The paper explores an interesting area and deserves to be read by the instructor. To understand the mathematics requires some background in linear algebra, especially if some of the references are to be read. The paper is advanced reading for the student.
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